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Abstract
In this article, we present a general mode-conversion al-
gorithm allowing to build an optical system composed
of an alternation of phase masks and free propagations.
The originality of our approach lies in the introduction
of free parameters that can be used to perform an opti-
mization regarding some properties of interest. Here, we
apply this algorithm to overlap balancing, for the con-
version of an important number of modes with limited
phase resources. Moreover, we discuss about the conver-
gence and the limitations of such an algorithm, notably
concerning the loss of unitarity that tends to occur in a
practical implementation.
1 Introduction
Beam shaping is a subject of great interest in the laser
community since it is used in a broad range of applica-
tions, involving both low ang high power beams, such as
micromanipulation [1], microscopy [2], optical communi-
cations in fibers or in free space [3], beam combining [4],
or even material processing [5]. With the development of
new techniques for realizing freeform optics [6], we can
expect a further growth and spread of the interest for
this field.
Beam shaping techniques can be classified in dif-
ferent categories, depending on whether they address
monomode or multimode transformations, require single
or multiple phase masks, or use a discrete or a continu-
ous approach. On the one hand, a large range of appli-
cations only require monomode transformations, which
are mostly achieved by shaping a Gaussian mode using
a single phase mask [7]. In order to improve the conver-
sion efficiency, multiple phase masks may be employed.
Furthermore, we notice that beam shaping and phase re-
trieval problems are strongly linked, and computer gen-
erated holography is a rich domain from where many
algorithms can be revisited [8]. The most famous iter-
ative algorithm designed to perform phase retrieval on
a single mode using two planes is the Gerchberg–Saxton
algorithm [9]. This algorithm has then been extended
to a larger number of planes [10], and even adapted re-
cently to deal with a continuous medium [11], providing
refractive index shaping for coherent beam combining or
flat-top profile generation.
On the other hand, some applications are interested
in multimode transformations which require even more
phase resources. In [12], it has been shown theoretically
that any unitary transformation can be achieved by a
succession of phase masks separated by Fourier trans-
forms. In their paper, the authors develop a stochastic
approach in order to achieve up to 4–mode transforma-
tions. Very recently, a 45–mode conversion using a suc-
cession of phase masks separated by free propagations,
based on a deterministic algorithm, has been presented
in [13].
In this paper, we propose a general mode-conversion
algorithm that extends the method [13] tackling several
crucial points. Moreover, we introduce a proper formal-
ization of the question of mode-conversion as an opti-
mization problem, and derive an analytical expression
for the optimal phase masks. In turn, this allows to per-
form some further optimizations, exploiting a set of free
parameters. We show the potential of this general algo-
rithm by applying it to one specific task, namely to the
design of an optical system converting a large number
of modes with balanced convergence rates, that could be
used either as a beam combiner or as a spatial division
multiplexer.
2 Mode-conversion algorithm
We present an algorithm designed to convert an orthog-
onal set of n modes {ui}1≤i≤n defined in the input plane
z = zin, into a new orthogonal set of modes {vi}1≤i≤n in
the output plane z = zout, by computing a set of k phase
masks {ϕl}1≤l≤k located at positions zl. The figure 1
illustrates such a configuration.
In the ideal case of infinitely thin and extended phase
masks, the transformation performed by such a system is
unitary, meaning that it conserves the scalar product in
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Fig. 1: Illustration of a n–mode transformation with k
phase masks located at positions zl, 1 ≤ l ≤ k.
every transverse plane. Thus, we can define the overlaps
oi between the input and output modes by
∀l, oi =
∫
z=zl
v∗i (x, y, zl)ui(x, y, zl)e
ıϕl(x,y)dxdy, (1)
assuming that oi does not depend on the plane z = zl
where the integral (1) is computed. In order to know the
modes ui and vi in the different planes, the former have
to be propagated through the system whereas the latter
need to be backpropagated.
Initially, the phase masks ϕl can be taken as constant
or set to appropriate spherical phases in order to compen-
sate for the divergence inside the system. The positions
zl can be chosen arbitrarily even though some positions
may be better for the convergence of the algorithm. For
instance, it is recommended that two consecutive planes
are separated by a distance close to the average of ui and
vi Rayleigh ranges, in order for diffraction to operate.
The algorithm consists in computing alternately each
phase mask ϕl in order to maximize simultaneously all
the oi. The order of the masks calculation can be arbi-
trary and each mask may be computed multiple times
until the algorithm reaches a fixed-point. Before com-
puting the mask ϕl, the ui and vi have to be propagated
(in the forward and backward direction respectively) to
the plane z = zl. Then, we define ϕl as the phase mask
which maximizes the global overlap factor
O(ϕ) = <
(
n∑
i=1
ωie
ıθioi
)
(2)
=
∫
z=zl
<
(
eıϕ(x,y)×
n∑
i=1
ωie
ıθiv∗i (x, y, zl)ui(x, y, zl)
)
dxdy,
where the ωi ∈ R+ and θi ∈ [0, 2pi] are free parameters
that are heuristically introduced in order to provide more
flexibility to the algorithm. Indeed, the ωi allow to adjust
the relative weights of the modes in the transformation,
while the θi are helpful when a constant relative phase
between two modes does not matter. O(ϕ) is real and
when the ui and vi are normalized we have
0 ≤ O(ϕ) ≤
n∑
i=1
ωi. (3)
An interesting property of equation (2) is that the
global maximization of O(ϕ) reduces to local maximiza-
tions for x and y fixed, leading to an analytical expression
for the optimal solution
ϕl(x, y) = − arg
(
n∑
i=1
ωie
ıθiv∗i (x, y, zl)ui(x, y, zl)
)
. (4)
Then, the convergence of the algorithm relies on the
monotone convergence theorem, which applies because
O(ϕ) is bounded, as already stated by (3), and always
increasing. Indeed, each phase mask is computed in order
to maximize O, and the unitarity of the system ensures
that O is conserved in every plane.
Finally, it is interesting to notice that in the case of a
one-mode transformation with two planes, when zin = z1
and zout = z2, the algorithm we describe is equivalent to
the well known Gerchberg–Saxton (GS) algorithm [9].
In the historical formulation of the GS algorithm, the
two distributions at planes z1 and z2 are supposed to be
Fourier conjugated by a lens placed in between. How-
ever, this is not necessary to ensure the convergence of
the algorithm; indeed any unitary transformation in be-
tween would work. Moreover, concerning the GS algo-
rithm, it is known that the phase retrieval does not work
optimally when the intensity distributions given initially
present some measurement errors, or when the optical
system placed in between is not rigorously modeled. In
the same way, the algorithm we present will converge
only partially if the provided phase resources are insuf-
ficient regarding the complexity of the unitary transfor-
mation to be performed.
3 Application to overlap balancing
Here, we propose to implement an optimization algo-
rithm taking advantage of the free parameters ωi intro-
duced in (2), in order to provide the balancing of the
overlaps oi defined in (1). Thus, we introduce the opti-
mization function
f({ωi}) = Var
(|oi|2)− αE (|oi|2) , (5)
that we want to minimize. The dependance in ωi of the
right term of equation (5) comes from the dependance of
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oi in ϕl defined in (4). Equation (5) states that we in-
tend to minimize the variance of the overlaps distribution
while ensuring the mean overlap is kept to a high value.
The constant α ∈ R+∗ is a tuning parameter allowing
to give a similar scale to both terms of the equation.
The choice of α is not so critical for the optimization to
succeed.
There is no simple analytical expression to find the ωi
that minimize (5), which requires to use a numerical op-
timization technique working in a (n − 1)–dimensional
space, n being the number of modes. Indeed, equa-
tion (4) shows that the optimal phase masks remain in-
variant when the ωi are multiplied by a global constant.
This allows to always set ω1 = 1, for instance.
Equation (4) also introduces some phase parameters
θi that still need to be defined. By inspection of equa-
tion (2), we see that an adequate choice is to set
θi = − arg
 ∫
z=zl
v∗i (x, y, zl)ui(x, y, zl)dxdy
 , (6)
eıθi being the constant phase solution that maximizes the
real part of oi.
In [13], Fontaine et al. use an algorithm similar to
what we described in section 2, but they do not intro-
duce the free parameters ωi, which is equivalent to choose
all ωi = 1. In this paper, we aim to demonstrate the
advantages of using an optimally weighted algorithm in
comparison to an unparameterized algorithm (ωi = 1).
In order to prove that the optimization of (5) scales with
a significant number of modes, we propose to address a
45–mode transformation like in [13], which is described
by figure 2.
Fig. 2: a) Input mode layout : 45 Gaussians form-
ing a triangle separated by a step ∆ in each dimen-
sion. b) Mapping of input modes labelled (i, j) to co-
propagating Hermite–Gaussian modes HGi,j .
According to [13], the conversion of Gaussian modes
arranged in a triangle into co-propagating Hermite–
Gaussian modes takes advantage of symmetries in order
to reduce significantly the number of phase masks that
would be needed otherwise. In their paper, they perform
a simulation with 14 planes, some of them being dedi-
cated to the adiabatic rearrangement of a linear array of
gaussians into the required triangle layout. Here, we do
not intend to reproduce this part that is not necessary for
our purpose. Instead, we will limit the phase resources
to 9 planes and deal directly with the mode-conversion
problem presented in figure 2.
4 Results and discussion
For the simulation, we consider 9 planes separated by
a constant distance ∆z = 24 mm. The input Gaussian
modes are defined in the first plane and have a waist
of 70 µm. They are arranged in a triangle with a step
∆ = 120 µm. The output Hermite–Gaussian modes are
defined at a distance ∆z after the last plane and have a
waist of 120 µm. The wavelength is set to λ = 1.55 µm
and the simulation resolution in each transverse direction
is defined by dx = dy = 5 µm, a transverse plane being
represented as a grid of 512× 724 pixels.
Free propagation plays a crucial role in the problem
we intend to solve, and apart from the optimization of (5)
it represents the most time-consuming part of the algo-
rithm. A very efficient and standard method to prop-
agate a field between two parallel planes is the angular
spectrum method [14]. However, when using this method
we notice that aliasing occurs from the first steps of the
algorithm, coming from different origins. First, the nat-
ural divergence of the beams leads to energy folding on
the edges of the grids, when the phase masks are not de-
fined yet. Then, when applying equation (4) to compute
the phase masks, some high spatial frequency invariably
appear, thus increasing the beams divergence in some
regions. A straightforward solution to prevent these ef-
fects is to limit the angular spectrum of plane waves, as
already suggested in [13]. Thus, we decide to limit the
maximum frequencies fxmax and fymax in Fourier space
by using a rectangular diaphragm, parameterized by a
variable η leading to maximum frequencies fxmax/η and
fymax/η.
Now, in order to assess the performances of the al-
gorithm, we need to define a mode-conversion efficiency.
We achieve that through the squared overlaps |oi|2, rep-
resenting the fraction of the energy of the input mode ui
that couples into the output mode vi. To get a global
information on the system performance, we also define
a mean conversion efficiency by E(|oi|2). Furthermore,
this will serve as a criterion for the convergence of the
algorithm, instead of O(ϕ) which is less physical.
The results of the simulation are collected in figure 3.
First, figure 3a shows the incoherent sum of all mode
3
Fig. 3: Results of the simulation. a) Sum of all intensity profiles in each plane. b) Resulting phase masks performing
the 45–mode transformation. c) Convergence of the mode overlaps, starting with 90 iterations of the unparameter-
ized algorithm and ending with 50 iterations performing optimization. d) Histograms representing the distribution of
overlaps among the 45 modes.
intensities in every plane, obtained with the optimally
weighted algorithm. The input triangle is rotated by
135◦ counterclockwise compared to figure 2a. We observe
that the separate Gaussian modes provided initially tend
to form a more and more dense set of beams, until they
get superimposed into a single beam composed mainly of
co-propagating Hermite–Gaussian modes.
Then, figure 3b shows the phase masks that allow to
perform this 45–mode conversion. All along the sim-
ulation, the phase masks have been cleared in regions
representing less than 0.1% of the energy of the beams.
This demonstrates that up to this limit there is no alias-
ing effect due to the edges of the grids. We notice that
in regions of high energies the phase remains smooth
and could be unwrapped with few if no discontinuities,
whereas in other regions the phase starts to oscillate with
fast spatial variations and is not necessarily continuous.
We noticed that a stronger cleansing of the phase masks
in order to get rid of these unwanted effects would re-
duce the final conversion efficiency by 5 to 10%. This is
an indication that, without further improvement of the
method, one should increase the number of planes in or-
der to get smooth phase masks with a good conversion
efficiency.
The convergence of the algorithm is represented in
figure 3c, where 1 iteration stands for the 9 planes com-
putations in ascending order of zl. For presentation pur-
pose, we have run the optimal simulation starting from
the result of the unparametrized one, but this is not a
general requirement. So, the first 90 iterations are dedi-
cated to the unparameterized algorithm. We start with
a Fourier diaphragm parameter η = 20, to successively
release it to 16, 12, and finally 8, every 20 iterations.
After this, 50 iterations perform the optimization ac-
cording to (5) with α = 1/100, using the Nelder–Mead
method. From the first iteration, we observe a strong
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tightening of the conversion efficiency distribution. Con-
cerning execution time, 1 iteration of the unparameter-
ized algorithm only takes 20 seconds against 20 minutes
for the optimal algorithm, the simulation running on a
personal computer with an AMD Ryzen 6 cores cpu. Re-
garding stability, when running the unparameterized al-
gorithm for a longer time we observe some accidental
behaviors with some decays of the global conversion effi-
ciency. This problem is due to the loss of unitarity intro-
duced by the Fourier filtering of high spatial frequencies,
because of which O(ϕ) has no reason to remain invari-
ant moving from one plane to another. On the other
hand, the optimal algorithm seems to bring stability and
no such accidents have been observed, even if a slight
non-unitarity remains. Moreover, because such Fourier
filtering of the modes is not totally rigorous physically, we
have verified afterwards the validity of our design with a
different propagation method based on the computation
of Rayleigh–Sommerfeld integral [15].The difference be-
tween both propagation methods on the mean conversion
efficiency appears to be less than 0.1%.
Furthermore, figure 3d provides a closer view on the
final distribution of the squared overlaps obtained with
both algorithms. We observe a striking decrease of the
standard deviation, by a factor 17.2 in favor of the opti-
mal algorithm. Furthermore, we stress that the balance
of the overlaps is not obtained at the expense of the over-
all convergence: indeed, the mean value of the squared
overlaps is nearly the same for both algorithms, being of
75.2% for the unparameterized algorithm and of 76.7%
for the optimal one.
Finally, we report a surprising point concerning the
crosstalks between modes, defined by the squared over-
laps between ui and vj when i 6= j. As both algorithms
fail to convert about 25% of the energy from ui to vi, we
could expect to see this energy reappearing in a signif-
icant proportion in crosstalks. However, this is not the
case since the estimated worst crosstalks represent only
−19.7 dB in the unparameterized case and −21.4 dB in
the optimal one. A possible interpretation is that the un-
controlled energy might be distributed randomly among
the huge number of modes that can pass through the
system.
5 Conclusion
We presented a general algorithm to perform multimode
conversion through an optical system composed of mul-
tiple phase masks separated by free propagations. We
introduced some optimization parameters and demon-
strated the possibility of strongly improving the con-
vergence properties, notably regarding overlap balancing
and stabilization of the overlaps growth in spite of dis-
turbing non-unitarity, without requiring any additional
phase resources. The optimization technique we used
may not be the most effective but yet proved its fea-
sibility with a large number of modes and reasonable
computational resources.
This study opens many questions concerning the large
number of tuning parameters to explore in such algo-
rithms, like the order of computation of the planes, the
distances between planes or the mode layouts that lead
to simpler transformations, to name a few. Moreover, the
possibility of conserving unitarity by constraining masks
smoothness, preferably without increasing the phase re-
sources, remains a very important problem from both
numerical and experimental perspectives, that we hope
to address in some future work.
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